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About This Game

Gray Skies, Dark Waters drops you into a world of secrets, unanswered questions, and (just maybe) the supernatural. Search to
reveal the truth—or, at least, your version of it.

What does it mean to truly disappear without a trace? In this modern interpretation of centuries-old folklore, that’s the question
that seventeen-year-old Lina Garrett has to consider after her mother vanishes. Take Lina on a thought-provoking journey

through her small Chesapeake Bay town of Avett's Landing to unravel the mystery of her mother’s disappearance and explore
what it means to be part of a family - even a troubled one.

Fans of story-based games like The Path, Life is Strange, and To the Moon will love this story-driven adventure game in which
your continuous choices decide the future of the Garrett family. Gray Skies, Dark Waters comes alive with:

an original score

full voice-acting

hand-drawn paintings inspired by children’s book illustrations

a 2-3 hour playtime

a series of short stories set in Avett’s Landing, Virginia
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Rich commentary mode that includes interviews with developers and experts in various fields

The game features 3D models interacting in 2D settings, similar to classics like Grim Fandango, The Longest Journey, and
Resident Evil 2. Gray Skies, Dark Waters takes literary inspiration from the writings of Edgar Allan Poe, Flannery O’Connor,

Jorge Luis Borges, and Shirley Jackson.
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Title: Gray Skies, Dark Waters
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Green Willow Games, LLC
Publisher:
Green Willow Games, LLC
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2017
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gray skies dark waters walkthrough. gray skies dark waters gameplay. gray skies dark waters. gray skies dark waters download.
gray skies dark waters review

very captivating storyline. ending was spot on. the plot twist got me good. theres more point in my life that playing this game.
idk why i bought it.. The game have an interesting premise and a solid grasp of the English language, but the art is little cheap
tbh, the characters and their relationships are underdeveloped and the story end abruptly leaving a wtf just happened feeling.
I cant give a neutral opinion, so, i still recommend playing bc its free and you may have a diferent feeling while playing it..
Hands down one of the best experiences i've had on vive, really wish there was more or a sequel. I am completely in love with
this game.. Balance is all over the place, but it has a certain charm to it that is severely lacking in modern RTS games. Very
difficult to amass a large force with high cost units, slow and micro intensive repairing, and overall fragility of everything in the
game. Still has a streamlined and entertaining campaign - almost every mission has a good bit of base building.

CHRIST! I'VE LOST HALF MY ARM!. I absolutely love this visual digital dime novel! Quick things you need to know about
me: I don't really like Western themed stuff all that much, nor do I really like visual novels. I'm sure there are cool things about
each genre individually, but somehow combined together you get THIS masterpiece.

Dead End Junction is the story of Josette, a young cowgirl who romanticizes the lives of the gunslingers in her dime novels. She
sets out on a journey to find her father and along the way discovers the true after effects of war. Soon all her fantasies get a kick
into reality and the lives of outlaws and gunslingers don't seem so flashy as she's come to believe. There are economical,
societal, and racial consequences to the end of war; something you'd expect to bring peace and prosperity.

Aside from the Ace Attourney series, I haven't enjoyed any other visual novels. It's not just because they lack gameplay
elements like Phoenix Wright---I like the idea of them, but the execution usually falls flat. At least with the ones I've read so far
and never finished. The issue comes down to pointless dialogue. The characters talk a lot without saying much. There's no plot
or character development, it's just characters sassing each other or being silly. My prime examples are Nurse Love Addition and
the Hyperdimension Neptunia series, which you can check my profile for my reviews on those games.

However, Dead End Junction keeps me engaged because the characters have a lot of meaningful things to say. Questions about
courage, integrity, and equality--along with many more philosophical ponderings--are injected into the ever moving dialogue of
this story. The characters all feel nuanced and unique, talk as such, and relate to each other as such. There may be a few
moments where the characters don't talk about anything all that substantial, but unlike the other VN's I've read, that's kept to a
thankful minimum.

For the most part, the dialogue drives the story and characters forward so you rarely ever feel like the story drags on too long
like many other self indulgent VN's that think length = quality. I believe you can finish reading this visual novel in between 6-10
hours depending on your reading speed, but at least every moment has meaning in it.

You get insights on how Furros feel about making peace with humans, even the ones who still look down upon them as second
rate species. They are half-man half-beast like creatures and serve as an allegory for Native Americans in this fantasy version of
the Wild West. Then of course the coming of age arc with Josette is incredible. Not only does she do away with her initial
naivity about war and heroic gunslingers, but she also learns to be less hot headed as she befriends other well fleshed out
characters that serve as a harsh reminder that the world isn't all roses and daisies after the end of war.

Before I ramble on too much, all I'll end this off with is this: as of writing this review it is on sale for $6.99 which is 30% off the
full price. I paid full price for it and I have no regrets about it. It took me a long time to finally decide to buy it, and equally as
long to finally read it more consistently. Take it from me, my only regret is not having invested my time and attention into this
amazing story any sooner.. I've played the VR experience first, and then watched the short film, and neither really impressed
me.
Too short, too much talk, too little suspense. I'm not sure what you're supposed to feel, if anything, but it didn't work for me..
Right now this is the best fighting game that's ever been made
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Good game!Worth it!. It's a really good game i am really hyped for some of these confirmed character, i admit i hardly know
any of these indie characters that are currently in the game but ik a few and that is also why im hyped for the confirmed ones
like the batter (seriously off is a good game) and niko from one shot. Let's get to the game itself now.

Pros:
- good map design (except some maps have these really big spaces between em but that is fine for me)
- so far most characters are really fun to play
- nice character skins for those that have it
- no content cut dlc so far
- only 10 euros
- they made this game work whit the unity engine (good for them :p)
- alot of updates (what i like to see in early development games)
Neutral:
- not all characters have a skin or recolor but they are prob implementd later
- running is kinda hard to pull off on some chars but that might be me

Cons:
- Some attacks seem to be a bit poor but it's not too bad
- lots of opens spaces for characters and stages still in development take too much off the roster and could have been left away
to make the roster easier manouverebel and cleaner
- characters could have been sorted better (not really a big thing)
- zee tee being broken as hell aka fast special ultimate move (will prob be nerfed in the future i hope) and still a couple of
glitches like poncho still having this assist capsule in his hand that i cannot throw (i blame unity engine)

all in all still a solid 6,5/10 that most likely will be an 8/10 or 9/10 if it gets finished

i cannot wait to play this localy whit my friend this weekend as we share a library (just like the good old melee-brawl times)

keep it up devs :p. I like this game, only it is difficult, I, probably, even the fifth part from this game did not pass, but it was
made nice. Ideas
- original combination of grid-based RPG and top-down Gauntlet-like combat
- not enough points to invest in all skills, every walkthrough can be radically different

Tech
- graphic is really ugly (both artistically and technologically)
- despite above fact game suffers massive slowdowns, especially at the beginning of combat
- crashes due to Adobe projector technology
- bugged skills (some of them aren't levelled up despite point investment, for instance mana regeneration)

Gameplay
- playing with weapons and armor means constant micromanagement of resources, especially when not using exploits like taking
the same document over and over again from the same NPC and converting it into gem
- not being able to save anywhere is especially nice when killed due to slowdown or crash
- you get totally random stuff when buying or forging
- game almost constantly closes path to previous levels (for instance to be able to return to the village you have to play several
hours, mostly without being able to buy anything)
- game is not balanced playing wizard. Random scrolls in pots (you get powerful spell on Level 4, after loading useless text scroll
you have found several times already), not being able to buy spells at all, not being able to predict the behaviour of spells when
levelling them (for instance trajectory), some spells auto aim nearest enemy which is a pain when trying to kill some other more
powerful etc.

2\/10. Only plays DVDs in low resolution.. Highly Recommended to play with Friends.
Just to see the tanks flying around reminds me of good old Mariocart Versus mode as a kid
perferct for relaxed parties with a small group of friends. A game for everyone and for no one.. Not gonna lie, expected way
better of this game.
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not a solid plot, no specifications of what the heck you are supposed to do
very very repetitive.
4/10
good graphics, and good audio. about it. AH,Good Childhood Time. Where is my Hellboy?
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